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We offer top quality and fully furnished apartments in the centre
Prague. Our goal is to provide you with easy and enjoyable stay.
Our clients prefer us because of our services and outstanding
location. All of our residences belong among top rated properties
in Prague. We offer cost-effective solution for any companies or
single traveller...

Our solutions are suitable for:








Corporate housing
Relocated people
Families with children
Long term rentals
Public sector and leisure clients
Extended stay
And more....

We provice several apartments’ types:





Studio 1-3 pers.
One Bedroom 1-4 pers.
Two Bedroom 1-6 pers.
Three Bedroom 1-8 pers.

We offer wide variety of apartments from 30 m2 to 150 m2. We save you valuable time by managing
every detail, including rental, furnishings and utilities. We designed all apartments to satisfy all of
your needs and we are doing our best to make your stay really comfortable. All of our apartments
offer a lot of privacy and space.
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Key benefits:
Up to 30% savings

Outstanding location

Easy to move in / out

Rates for group

Fit any budget

24/7 assistance

Free internet

Fully furnished

Equipped kitchen

Tailor-made services

No hidden costs

Friendly environment

Consolidated billing

Modern equipment

Spacious apartments

Privacy

First steps in Prague

Experienced staff

Prague City Apartments guarantee FREE extras like 24/7 hours, high speed internet (wi-fi
also cable), visitors (family, friends, business partners) with NO charge and airport transfer.
Rates include all services specified in service description e.g. maid service, bed linen etc. and all local
taxes. NO EXTRA CHARGE, NO HIDDEN EXTRAS.

Excellent customer service:









Many years of experience in the travel industry
Knowledgeable client advisors
The highest level of personal service
24 hours per day clients advice & support
Continuous help before, within & after the booking process
Experienced stuff at dealing
Customer-orientated approach
Professional & multi - lingual stuff

Our satisfied clients:
“....I would definitely use there apartment service again if I returned to Prague and strongly
recommend them to anyone that planned on visiting the city" Cris Gale, WD Scott
“....I highly recommend you to book with Prague City Apartments, since it's not more expensive than
a hotel and you have loads of space, a DVD, big flat screen TV, stereo, internet, fantastic decoration,
just like home” Alexandra Sousa, Freeport Leisure (Portugal)
“When we walked into the apartment for the first time, all we could say was "Wow!" We were very
pleased with our stay and highly recommend it to others. Equally as impressive was the assistance
received from Prague City Apartment staff. They helped with everything from airport transportation
to tours" Tripadvisor member
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